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Abstract
In the paper a Geographlcal Information System (GIS) which may assist
Sustainable Development (SD) planning for a local area is developed. This GISSD systesn is linked to a Decision Support System (DSS) for a oompound
evaluation of spatio-temporal development patterns in the context of selected
SD criteria. The whole system is then applied at the test area of the Greek
Sparades Islands in the Aegean Sea, for which also the relevant data are
selected and collected. Preliminary results show that GIS may be successfully
employed to assist, monitor and control ecologically sustainable economie
development for a region. Ihis can be achieved by applying various strategie
policies based on optimum - from the sustainability point of view development scenarios generated by our system.

1. Ihtxoduction
Ihere is an increasing need for enhancing existing Geographical Information
Systems (GIS), so that integrated policy-oriented systems which will assist
planners may begane available (Fischer and Nijkamp, 1991). This system should
provide analysts with several relevant and feasible development soenarios
(options). On the basis of a conpound evaluation, the optimum scenario (s)
which meets specifie sustainability criteria (Van Den Bergh and Nijkamp, 1990;
Van Den Bergh, 1991; Opscheer and Beijnders, 1991b) nay then be selected by
the user.
Ihere are several barriers for developing such a system (Nijkamp and Scholten,
1991). Ine main difficulty arises from the fact that we have to link
traditionally complex and data-driven procedures (i.e., GIS procedures; see
for example Burrough, 1983; Scholten and Stillwell, 1990; Openshaw, 1990) with
procedures that monitor economic-ecological interactions (WGED, 1987;
Opschoar, 1991a). From the above linkage we may arrive at a user-friendly and
simple system for assisting SD within the region to which the system is
applied. Simplicity and clarity of the system is a necessary characteristic
if any strategie or policy decision nas to be supported by this system.
In this study we present some preliminary results for such a hybrid GIS-SD
system which was developed in the GIS Laboratory of Free Uhiversity,
Amsterdam. The system was then numerically tested to a 90 km (Nbrth-South
direction) by 100 km (East-West direction) area of the Greek Sporades islands
in the Aegean Sea (Giaoutzi and Nijkamp, 1989). To further evaluate the
scenario results, we linked the GIS-SD system to a DSS, originally derived to
operate on non-spatial data (Janssen, 1991; Herwijnen and Janssen, 1989).
Conseguently, in section 2 we briefly provide the necessary theoretical
background on which our system was based. Section 3 presents the most
important components (modules) of our system. Section 4 deals with numerical
results in the test area of the Sporades islands. Finally, in section 5 we
summarize the findings and suggest further studies that may be conducted in
the near future for improving this work.

2. Designing Spatial Models for Sustainahle Develcpnent
In this section some concise definitions of sustainable development (SD) will
first be given. We start from the general observation that important changes
in environmental and economie systems which in turn directly or indirectly
affect their survival and/ar well-being have to be controlled on the basis of
rigorous scientific analysis. Some indicative and well-known examples of
global and local human and environmental changes and their effects are
deseribed in the World Oonmission on Environment and Development report "Our
Common Future" (WCED, 1987) and include inter alia (see also Archibugi and
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Nijkamp, 1989; James et al., 1989; Opschoor and Reijnders, 1991):
aiobal examples;
- sea level rise of the oceans caused mainly by global warming and climatic
changes;
- depletion of the ozone layer;
- deforestation and urban decay;
- population growth and migration due to resource scarcities;
- desertification; and
- extinction of the species.
local examples;
- pollution in areas that face strong urban development, unbalanced with
respect to the capacity of the environment to accept such pressures;
- hazards related to Chemical, nuclear and radioactive taxie industries;
- extinction of specif ie species due to uncontrolled hunting, road
constructions, etc., and
- disasters in specific regions caused by local catastrophes (wars, floods,
etc.)
A common attribute of the above-mentioned examples is that they threaten human
and environmental survival and hence are "negative" or HundesirableH changes
that we should try to avoid or cope with. "Positive" changes (e.g.,
regeneration of the natural environmental stocks, advances in environmental
technology regarding optimal resource allocation and exploitation, etc.) are
by definition "welcome". Scientific action is needed to support and ehhance
such ••positive" changes.
To begin our brief presentation of SD definitions and concepts, we quote the
(anttiropccentric) definition of the World Oommission on Environment and
Development (WCED, 1987): "Sustainable development is a pattern of development
that meets the needs of present generations without jeopardizing the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs". However, SD has not only an
intergenerational dimension, but contains also other concepts and definitions
(see below). Being dynamic both in terms of space and time, SD is continuously
being redefined. In analyzing SD it is clear that for describing complex and
dynamic economie and ecological prooesses we have to define at least one
dimension, viz. time; economie and ecological development takes place over
time.
Restricting ourselves to economie and ecological oo-evoluti "r«TY development
(Nijkamp, 1990a), we first define development as: non-neaative changes of
social welfare over time, with social welfare being made up by of two
correlated components (see also Van Pelt et al., 1990a,b; Nijkamp and
Soeteman, 1990b), viz. the consumption of man-made products and services
(socio-economic system) and the consumption of environmental amenities
(ecological system). In Figure 2.1a schematic simplified representation of
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the above definition is given. Both systems (economie and ecological) produce
corresponding functions that include quantitative and qualitative components.
Within each system i (i=l,2) there are several difficulties in expressing each
of the W. as a function of the terms shown in Figure 2.1, sinoe a specific
and ccranon guantification (i.e., uniform measurement units in any of the
existing metric systems) is very difficult within each system. Also, even if
this can be accomplished there remains the problem that W1 has to be
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Figure 2 . 1 : The main components of the social welfare function.

compatible with W2, so that they have to add up through the use of relative
weights (a,b). Thus the addition in Figure 2.1 is conventional and refers to
some function or algorithm which should comprise both welfare sources f ram the
interacting systems of economy and ecology. In addition, there is no market
and hence no price for environmental axnenities (Opschoor 1991a,b; Van Pelt et
al., 1990a,b; Bojö, 1991; Folke, 1991). Also, inreality, strong conflictsmay
exist between development in both subsystems. This ccnplicates the effort
towards more clear and strict expressions of the interactions that take place
between the two subsystems. Ine expression of both terms in present values is
an even more complex problem due to the above considerations.
Qnce we have defined the concept of development as a non-negative change of
a socio-economic and ecological welfare function over time (i.e. dW/dt ^ 0 ) ,
the next step is to define how (under which constraints) this change should
be maintained positive. We now introducé the SD constraint, by imposing that
this change take place so that certain pre-specified goals are achieved and/or
constraints are met. We may thus claim that an important characteristic of
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sustainability is that it represente a dynamic state of balanoe between
economie activities and ecology, rather that a fixed state of harmony.
Ihe next question is which goals one should try to achieve in SD. To examine
this question we first def ine the neoessary dimensions of sustainability: time
and spaoe. The time intervals for sustaining the eoonomy and the environment
are multigenerational. Problems arise, however, in the way intergenerational
values can be regarded and estimated uniformly in future time spans as well
as how the link of these values among different generations (i.e., eliminating
uhknown incompatibilities) can be established.
By means of the spatial dimensions that are used (e.g., fully threedimensional coordinate intervals: geographic latitude and longitude intervals,
depth or height intervals), one may characterise sustainability analyses
aooording to two broad categories: aiobal sns**-qi,r"Ne development (GSD) and
reaional sustainable development (RSD). The latter is easier to apply1 and
to monitor in terms of data availability, computational efforts, management,
and control; the former is much more difficult to control and can be
indirectly achieved through RSD: if all regions of a global system experience
RSD, then we have GSD (Nijkamp, 1990a). It is thus essential that RSD
functions are well understood and applied to at least one unitary cell of a
test area. A formal definition of RSD can be found in (Nijkamp, 1990a): "Erom
a welfare view point on RSD, it makes sense to define RSD as a development
which ensures that the regional population can attain an acceptable level of
welfare - both at present and in the future - and that this regional
development is compatible with eoological circumstances in the long run while
at the same time it tries to accomplish a globally sustainable development".
As we move towards concrete SD concepts, we observe that the oondition of
keeping the social welfare function changes positive (dW/dt s 0) may hold in
two different ways: 1) we may have either dW1 s 0, or dW2 S: 0, and 2) both
dW,

^ 0 and dW2 s 0. In the first case we have a "weak sustainability".

whereas in the second case we have a "strong sustainability" (Daly, 1991;
Gpschoor and Reijnders, 1991). Although the above distinctions are
conceptually sound, again the absence of a numéraire makes the actual
numerical illustration or application very difficult.
The def inition of SD implies that economie stocks on one hand and equivalence
in stocks of eoological amenities on the other are defined first. In the
development prooess, it is obvious that we should not allow a stock to become
negative, because otherwise it does not have any meaning. However, when a
stock falls below a pre-specified desirable (or allowable) level, then one
should explore the possibilities of substituting this stock for another stock
or system of stocks. In doing so, a deep understanding of the mechanisms of
the economie and eoological system under consideration is necessary, so that
substitution is feasible, i.e. the net welfare sum of substituting stocks is

However, GSD is easier (or at least less ambiguous) to define than RSD.
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exactly equivalent to the scaroe stock. Scnetimes this cannot happen and
substitution is impossible. We thenroaysay that the scaroe stock experiences
a -type of irreversible change and then SD management should avoid such types
of changes. If however, the substitution possibilities are not warranted, then
one has to assess (again in tenns of a uniform metric) the rjj,«k of proceeding
(or not proceeding) with substitution.
In addition, initial stock values as well as confidence intervals for upper
and lower stock limits have to be known for both the economie and the
ecological system. This knowledge is essential for setting the systems in an
operational mode (e.g. ccraputations, decisions, etc.). In defining these
values, knowledge about the carrying capacity (CC) of a region is required.
CC can be vaguely expressed (e.g., in terms of population) as the upper
(feasible) asymptote rate of population growth. Various definitions of CC
exist, but in general a specific context is needed for an operational
definition. An example is a definition of CC in a recreational context: N CC
is the maximum level of recreation use in terms of numbers and activities,
that can be aoconroodated before a decline in ecological value occurs"
(Coccossis and Parpairis, 1990). From the above definition it is clear that
CC incorporates a relationship between "amount of useM and "user satisfaction"
within the context of SD.
A link between the non-spatial models and spatial models is crucial for
developing a GIS-SD hybrid system. We begin to investigate this link by
regarding the conceptual equivalence of economie stocks with geographical
layers. In Murthy et al. (1990) stocks are also referred to as 'reservoirs'
or 'levels' interconnected by flow paths. We may write e.g. for a spatial
layer A(x,y) (referring to a specific coordinate system x,y) and a stock Si
(which is a function of time), the following relationships:
A1(xfy) -S r (t)

(2.1)
Al(xfy) - S ^ t )
Thus here we relate the idea of stocks with the idea of layers by realizing
that the spatial contents of a specific classified layer A can be regarded to
be stocks which dynamically change in time. In this marmer we can generalize
the concept of dynamic modelling of a specific phenomenon to include all
necessary stocks Sf which are needed to describe the available spatial layers
of information for a region.
For example, let us assume that we have derived the land use map of a specific
region, for a specific time with 10 land use classes. According to the above,
our land use map is an information layer A(x,y) with 10 classes (1=10). We may
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then relate each land use class A,(x,y), i=l,2,..,l to a specific stock
sequenoe S,(t), i=l,2,..,l as follows: (1) calculate the areal averages far
each land use class, (2) transfarm the areal totals to the properly scaled
areal units and (3) store these areas to the sequenoe of stocks S{. Now the
10 land use classes may be entered into a differential equation system f ar
further (numerical) integratlon over time. By using the above stock-layer
equivalence concept, (with each layer containing n classes) we insert in a
differential equation system n additional differential equations.
From the above we further conclude that if there are t spatial layers
available for a region, each with l,m,.. ,q classes, then we need r=l4nri-. .-fq
stocks (and flows) definitions of the farm (2.1). Thus our generalized spatial
modelling of dynamic phenomena takes the farm:
dSl/dl»«1(tvxryfz; Sf ; F. ; c,), i=l,2,..,r

(2.2)

with the initial conditions
S,(t0,x^,y0,z0)=INIT(Si) , i=l,2,..,r

(2.3)

where F{ are the carresponding flows of the stocks S, and C ; are the values of
the converters.
Then the sustainable development considerations can be embedded in (2.2) and
in each integration step dt by:
1) imposing the neoessary conditions that stocks S. should fuifil;
2) defining and examining the values of the indicators (but also the stocks,
flows and converters themselves) as functions of the stocks, flows and
converters; and
3) defining and examining alternative scenarios which, in our system, can be
of any kind: no-policy (external events) scenarios (natural progress of the
eco-system), external policies (influencing totally or partially one or more
functions of the eco-system) and behaviourial scenarios (creating and
monitoring spatial dynamic behaviourial pattems such as migration, urban
growth etc.)
The important stage for the above link is to deelde on the rules of three
types of stock motion: 1. expansion, 2. shririkage and 3. out- and inflow.
These rules have to govern the propagation of the stock changes that will
result from the dynamic simulation of the spatial system. Such rules can be
built in a raster (or quadtree format) and will reflect the spatial reality
of the region. For example, if the dynamic solution gives an increase in
"urban stockM of the land-use layer of 10,'OOQm2, the spatial model can equally
increase the x and y dimension of this class by the square root of
10,000=100m. Ine "candidate" squares in the geographic layer that can
aexxmnodate this expansion will be determined by overlaying the land-use layer
with other layers that can influence this expansion: the layer of slopes,
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aspects elevation, transportatian etc. (see also Méallle and Wald, 1990). In
this way we can create "suitability layers" to govern the stock motion. In the
following section, where a numerical application of these concepts is
provided, these suitability layers are generated by simulating specifie "farce
fields" in a spatial context. Of oourse the interaction of each class within
the same layer will also play an important role for the determination of stock
motion.
After all "motion" assigrments have been completed to the geographic system
in a hybrid user-computer marmer, the results (maps,reports etc.) for this
time stage will be written on disk, and the numerical integration will proceed
to the next step.
The proposed system is shown in Figure 2.2.: sustainable development
constraints can be entered at the "expansion rules formation" stage, after
each integration circle bas been completed. These constraints can be of the
farm (2.4) (eguality constraints) ar of the farm (2.5) (inequality
constraints):
G ^ S , , S^.., Sr) - 0

(2.4)

G^(S1f Sg,.., Sr) * 0
«5,(8,, S^.., Sp) 5 0

(2.5)

Ihe user can enter the modelling procedure for scenario generation at three
points: in the differential equation forming and editing prooess, in the
geographical analysis stage and at the "expansion rules formation" after each
integration step (Figure 2.2). Ihe incorporation of the non-spatial system (in
our case the STELLA2 system was chosen; see Richmond and Peterson, 1987) with
the spatial system (we chose the SPANS3 GIS system; see SPANS, 1988) is
achieved through the generalized stocks that farm the functian of layers.
These layers are the land uses of the area, the digital terrain model (DTM),
the terrain slopes and aspects (StDP and ASP), the transportation (TRANS) etc.
The transition to the space domain is achieved by defining the rules of stock
motion. Intermediate layers may be used to act as "attraction" layers,
simulating the farce field applied to the stocks.
The GIS-SD system described above is the "heart" of our proposed system. To
complete and fully operationalize our GIS-SD system, we foliowed the next six

STELLA system is a dynamic modelling software tooi operating in a MACINTOSH environment. The user
determines the constants of the model, the "stocks" (i.e., any quantity that may change on time and for
which initial values are known), the "flows" (i.e., the time derivatives of the stocks), the "converters"
(i.e., any functions of time entering the model), and the "connectors" (i.e., possible relationships between
stocks, flows or converters depicted by arrows).
SPANS is a GIS operating on an IBM environment. The geographical object» are represented as
"entities" by the form of veetors, rasters and quadtrees. A variety of spatial functions between these
entities is available (e.g. matrix overlay, spatial queries e t c ) ; the results are presented using most of
the features offered by a computer assisted cartographic system (i.e. labelling of points, map titlcs, map
animation e t c ) .
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Figure 2.2: The link between non-spatial and spatial dynamic modeUing as a core for
our GIS-SD system.

steps shown in Figure 2.3:
1. Extend the GIS functions to accept the SD linking concepts
2. Operationalize the SD concepts to fit into the GIS
3. Link the concepts of steps 1 and 2 (GIS-SD system)
4. Create the spatial and non-spatial data for the study area
5. Link the data to the GIS-SD system
6. Evaluate the results by a DSS linked to the GIS-SD system.
In our case study on SD these main steps are derived in the design phase and
are needed to give the theoretical background for the implementation of our
GIS-SD system. The actual hybrid GIS-SD system finally contained (in its core
form) eight submodules which are analytically discussed in the next section.

3. Oomponents of the General Dynamic GIS-SD Model
The general dynamic GIS-SD model links the GIS spatial analysis concepts to
the concepts of SD. To achieve this, the following eight basic submodules were
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necessary (Figure 3.1):
(1) The spatial modelling module
(2) The non-spatial modelling module
(3) The stock-layers link module
(4) The dynamic simulation module
(5) The suitability analysis module
(6) The sustainability check module
(7) The allocation module
(8) The presentation module.
In a mode equivalent to Figure 2.2, Figure 3.1 shows the various functions
each submodule perfanns within the system.
A concise description of each of the above eight submodules follows now.
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Figure 3 . 1 : The 8 main modules i n t e g r a t e d i n t o t h e generat GIS-SD h y b r i d
model.

Module 1. Spatial Hodelling. Ihis module creates the original spatlal data
layers of the digital terrain model (DIM) and the land use model (IIM) from
raw map data and air photographs (Figure 3.2). After the original data layers
are created we compute the derived data bases by means of GIS operations as
follows:
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8PATMLM00ELUNQ

J
GIS

i

I
Figure 3.2: Module 1 (spatial
modelling) of the GIS-SD hybrid
model.

(1) ustng existing GIS packages, such as SPANS (SPANS, 1988) and ID8RISI
(IEKESI, 1990), and
(2) vising software created speclfically for the above spatial modelling
purposes (i.e., souroe programs written in C or FORTRAN).
Ihis module cperates at a detailed pixel level, i.e. at the originally
selected spatial resolution of lOOm x lOOm.
Module 2. Non-spatial Modelling. Ihis module creates questionnaire, tabular
and cadastral (non-spatial) data taken frcm the processing of the relevant raw
data initially collected in the field (Figure 3.3).

NON-SPATIAL MOOEUJNQ

0'
PROCESSMQ

Figure 3.3: The module 2 (nonspatial modelling) of the GIS-SD
hybrid model.

These data are then further processed for the purpose of creating the
neoessary initial stock, stock f lows and converter values to be used as inputs
to the terrestrial model (described in module 4 ) . Also, other non-spatial but
dynamic submodels such as rain models and rain f orest models are derived at
this stage. This module cperates at a non-spatial level. The spatial
aggregation level may thus defined to be at the level of the Sporades islands.
Module 3. Stock-Iayers link. This module performs the link between the spatial
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layers A^t) derived from module 1 at a pixel level and the spatial stocks
S,sp(t) necessary for the dynamic simulation (Figure 3.4). The total areas of
the relevant spatial layers (at pixel level) are directly inserted as initial
stocks into the dynamic model (module 4) for every time t. This procedure is
necessary to obtain the next stock value for these total areas at time fc+dt,
where dt is the time step of 1 year.
STOCK-LAYERSUNK

{f(t)-AK(t)
(FROMMODULEI)

HB9

NSB

s"(t)-sr(t)
(FROM MODULE 2)

Figure 3 . 4 : Module 3 (stock-layers
l i n k ) of the GIS-SO hybrid model.

At this stage we link the stocks derived from module 2 (non-spatial modelling)
to the stocks of the dynamic stock-flow model, by equating the areal totals
derived from module 2. This procedure does not involve changes in the
aggregation levels, as opposed to the spatial procedures of module 1.
Module 4: Dynamic Simulation. This module is, metaphorically speaking, the
"engine" for our GIS-SD model. Figure 3.5 describes the structure of this
module. lts main operation is to numerically solve the modei's differential
equations (see equations (2.2) and (2.3) of section 2 ) .
The dynamic simulation modelling language of STFJIA software (operating on
MACINTOSH environment) was transformed to its FORTRAN language equivalent
(operating on IEM environment). During the ahove transformation, more emphasis
was placed to the numerical integration mathematical procedures rather than
to the graphical interfaces.
At this point we may provide the necessary description for the four nonspatial submodels, namely the terrestrial (see also Gilbert, fortiicsoming),
economie (van den Bergh, 1991), ecological and marine (Gilbert, forthcoming)
submodels.
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Figure 3 . 5 : Module 5 (dynamic
simulation) of the GIS-SO hybrid
model.

The location of these f our submodels within the dynamic simulation module are
shown in the top of module 4 (see Figure 3.5). All these four suhnodels refer
to the Sparades study region; however, for the GIS-SD numerical example, the
four corresponding models were reduced to the Alormisos island for
simplification purposes. The other areas can easily be integrated into the
GIS-SD system in a similar manner.
The four submodels were originally provided separately in the farm of STEUA
eguations. These eguations were integrated (1) into the FORIRAN environment
as Figure 3.5 indicates, and (2) into STELLA environment to construct an
integrated marine-eoologic^-eoonomic^terrestrial modelbase. The relationship
of the four integrated subnodels with GIS and the corresponding linking
variables are illustrated in Figure 3.6.

GIS
INTEGRATED MODELBASE

1.SPAT1AL MODELUNG
2. NON-8PATIAL
MOOELUNQ

TERRESTRIAL
TERRESTRIAL

3. STOCK-LAYER8 UNK
4. DYNAMIC 8IMULATI0N
5. SUiTABIUTY ANALYSI8|
S.SUSTAINABHJTY
CHECK

ECONOMIC

cfjamotn
TOTAL

MARINE

7.ALLOCATION

KKUnoN
•.PRESENTATION

Figure 3 . 6 : The linking nodes betueen GIS and the four-model modelbase.
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The main linking model between GIS and the four-model modelbase is the
Alonnisos terrestrial model. The structure of the terrestrial model within the
GIS is almost identical to the structure of this model within the integrated
modelbase. It is only the input/output data to this model that are different
between GIS and modelbase.
The GlS-fflodelbase operation principals and interactions are as follows. The
land-uses (areal totals) and the islands areas are fed into the economie model
by the GIS fesr the initial year T 0 ; the economie model in turn feeds the
terrestrial model (GIS part) with the tourism and local people population in
Alonnisos for every similation year. These tourism and local population values
are derived by the integrated modelbase simulation runs. During these runs,
all four submodules interactions are taken into account: (1) the eoonomicecological model interactions through the total population and water quality
and (2) the economie-marine model interactions through the total population
and catchments (mainly f isheries).
The GlS-modelbase variables interchange is performed once, at the beginning
of the GIS dynamic simulation. The GIS then regards the total population for
every simulation year as fixed, i.e., as it is provided (exogenously) by the
modelbase.
Uhder these specifie modelbase functions, the GIS (using its eight submodules,
as shown in Figure 3.6) operates on both spatial and non-spatial dynamic modes
to perform urban allocation tasks, spatial simulations, alternative spatial
scenarios etc. In the following, we will provide an analytical description of
the terrestrial model since this model was the main linking node between GIS
and the four submodels.
Tterrestrial model
The terrestrial (non-spatial) model contains three interrelated submodels.
These submodels are
(1) the land use submodel
(2) the forest wildlife submodel
(3) the ground water submodel.
In Figure 3.7 we can see the basic terrestrial model variables and their
interrelations. In this figure the ares joining two variables denote influence
which may be positive (+) or negative (-). The mechanics may be briefly
explained as follows: the island population growth (including the tourism
population) increases the demand for urban land; the resulted urban growth
causes the agriculture and the bare land to increase, and the maquis, low
nwj"» and forest areas to decrease; the forest areas are also decreased by
the fires; the population growth also influences negatively the forest
wildlife and increases the disturbance; as the water demand increases (mainly
by the population growth), surface water and ground water are pumped out, to
satisfy the population needs in water. As overall nenergyN check variables
(indicators) for monitoring the system's operation, we used (1) the population
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carrying capacity of the island and (2) the land use changes front one land use
type to another. Ihe population carrying capacity is ocnpubed by the GIS-SD
system using the suitability layers of module 5; the land use changes are
ccnputed specifically for each land use which is regarded as a dynamic stock.
The state variables of the models are defined by the ten stocks themselves:
the six land use types (agriculture, bare land, forests, maquis, low maquis,
and urban land) and the forest wild life, ground water, ground water salt and
surface water stocks; the policy variables belong to the category of
converters and the user may produce alternative scenarios by changing these
variables; examples of these variables are: tourism population rate, water
demand, and wild life population rate; the instrument variables belong to both
categories of flows and converters; examples of these variables are: rain,
fires, extraction capacity and disturbance.
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Figure 3.7: The main interrelations of the terrestrial submodel variables.

The economie, ecolcgical and the marine submodels of our GIS-SD model will be
briefly described in the following.
Bcological model
The ecological model constructed for our test area consists of 4 stocks:
Biochemical Qxygen Demand (BC»), chlorophyll, nitrogen and phosphorus. The
main souroes of BOD, nitrogen and phosphorus emission are the inhabitants and
the tourists. Olive presses add to the BOD concentrations. A scenario of
biological treatment affects the quality of the sea water (stocks: BOD,
nitrogen, phosphorus). Finally, f lushing removes a percentage of chlorophyll
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in each harbour.
Spatial distribution data of the above f our stocks were not available at the
time of the simulation runs. However, we may assume that the total stock
values obtained by the ecological model simulation run refer to the harbours
of the villages of the five main islands. It is then possible to rescale the
results when actual data beoome available. Die integrated GIS-SD link may then
be achieved by assigning spatial zones to the ecological data. These zones
will be surrcunding each of the harbours with a specified rM«t-*Tv*» from the
harbours to the sea. Ine spatial layers in this case will consist of the BOD,
chlorophyll, nitrogen and phosphorus spatial models.
The linking variables between the non-spatial ecological model and our GIS-SD
hybrid model are the variables related to the total population and the water
guality (see Figure 3.6).
Marine model
The marine model aimed at simulating the marine ecosystem with a special
emphasis on the seals, lobster and fishery. The tourists are the main cause
of disturbance for the young seals to be born, and heavy storms cause deaths.
Heavy storms occur once every five years and lead to death of all newborn
young. Finally, the total fish catch (a very important input for the economie
model) is determined by adding the fish and lobster catches. The marine model
contains a total of 6 stocks: adult seals, young seals, three fish categaries
and lobsters.
It is evident that it is extremely difficult to spatially link the marine
model to our GIS-SD model. This would reguire spatial data on fishery, seals
and lobster obtained mainly by the local people. A possible benefit from such
a spatial integration could be the location of areas with high threat for the
seals, lobster or fishery population survival.
However, to establish a minimum link between our model and the marine model,
the following variables were used: total population and catchment (see Figure
3.6); it was then assumed that the disturbance to the young seals births are
not caused only by the tourists, but also by the local people.
Bconomlc model
The economie model constructed aimed at simulating the relevant aspects of the
socio-economic reality of our study region as accurate as possible. Hotel
capacity, pensions, tourism development, housing and secondary housing, gross
net product, fishery, natural attractions, amenities etc. are some of the
model variables of the economie model. The objective was also to include the
conoepts of sustainable development in the model. The structure of the model
is in detail described in Van den Bergh (forthcoming) and Van den Bergh and
Gilbert (foarthcoming). We are limiting ourselves here only in giving its
working relationships with our GIS-SD model.
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The economie model includes a number of variables wnich can be used as linking
nodes to our GIS-SD model. These variables are (see Figure 3.6):
(1) Population (local people and tourists)
(2) land use totals
(3) land areal totals.
The population variables (1) were modified to oorrespond to the integrated
modelbase population outcomes for Alonnisos (input exogenous variable to GIS
from economie model).
The land use totals (2) embedded in the economie model were those referring
to grazing areas, natura! areas, urban land and beaches. There is thus a
straight link with our GIS-SD model (in particular: U W ) when it comes to
these areal totals: the grazing areas were estimated as valleys4bare rocks and
the natural areas as forest-Hnaguis+low maguis+trees.
Variables (2) and (3) are inputs to the economie model from GIS.
Module 5: Suitability Analysis. This module is used to simulate the spatial
"farce field", necessary to generate the spatial motion of the stocks. The
basic parts of the suitability analysis module are shown in Figure 3.8.
The purpose of generating a spatial force field is to simulate the attracting
farces acting on the various stocks of the spatial layers. These attracting
farces may then be used to determine the stock motion for each simulation
period.
SUTTABUJTY ANALYSIS
SCENANOS

Figure 3.8: Module 5 (suitability
analysis) of the GIS-SD hybrid
model.

The spatial force field is generated by user scenarios. These scenarios can
be: (1) external scenarios (i.e., non-policy aevelopment), (2) policy
scenarios (i.e., policy measures constraints) and (3) behaviourial scenarios
(i.e., "farces" generated by social, economie or psychological reactions of
masses). These types of scenarios operate on a pixel detailed spatial level.
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Module 6: Sustainability Check. Ihis module contains the operational
application of the oonoepts of sustainability. Ine location of this module
with respect to the genera! model (see Figure 3.1) dictates its function: it
is positioned between module 4 (dynamic simulation) and module 6 (allocation)
as an SD checking module. Assuming that SD nas been typified in the farm of
model constraints for several stocks, this module checks whether these SD
constraints are satisf ied. The SD constraints may be equality or inequality
constraints between stocks, converters, flows and functions of them, obtained
from module 4, every time step. Also, the values of the indicators selected
are checked at this stage, whether they are within the -a priori- threshold
intervals the user nas assigned for them (Figure 3.9). In case the SD
conditions are met, the model proceeds to the next module (allocation). If the
SD criteria are nat met, then the model stops and prompts the user for
instructions. At this stage the user may provide several alternatives for the
system: (1) change the SD conditions, (2) revise one ar mare of the dynamic
simulation submodels or (3) change the scenarios. It is important that the
correct decisions for the proper continuation of the GIS-SD system are taken
here. For example, one may forst re-examine the mathematical models before
deciding to increase the SD indicator thresholds.

Figure
3.9:
Module
6
(sustainability control) of the
GIS-SD hybrid model.

For our case study, the following set of sustainability constraints are
checked:
1. All stocks shouM be positive.
2. All stocks should not excead the carrying capacity limits.
3. Detection of strong sustainability constraints.
4. Waak sustainability constraints .
5. Check whether indicators are within limits.
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Sensitivity analysis runs, produced by modifying the above SD constraints,
could be used for a more accurate determination of the Alonnisos
"environmental utilization space" as def ined in Opschoor (1991a). These types
of runs should regard all the other modules (i.e., spatial - non-spatial
databases, allocation, numerical integration) as f ixed; then the correspcnding
changes of the ecoscope, produoed separately by each of the modules, could be
determined for the sensitivity analysis.
Module 6 operates in a non-spatial level.
Module 7: Allocation. ïhis module is used to allocate back to the spatial
layers the new values for the areal totals oomputed by the GIS-SD model. The
basic parts of this module are shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Module 7 (allocation)
of the GIS-SD hybrid model.

Ine module operates again on a pixel level. It is used to oompute the spatial
distribution of the new stock values which come out from module 6
(sustainability check) to the spatial model which is regarded changing en
time. In our case this is the land use model LLM(t). Ine new areal totals are
allocated to HM(t) taking into account the suitability layer which has been
created from module 5. This is done through an allocation algorithm which uses
the different classes of the suitability layer to assign an allocation
priority to the new stock values. The allocation priority is directly
proportional to the class values. These suitability classes can thus be
interpreted as different degrees of attraction to the stock that is to be
allocated.
Module 8: Presentafcion. This module plays the role of the interface between
the user and the results obtained by the computer simulation. It is
responsible for reoording all the spatial and non-spatial information that has
been derived by the GIS-SD model in the form of time series. Figure 3.11 shows
the basic parts of this module.
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Since the model may operate in a batch mode to save time, the user may
interrupt the model at any time if a special result (map, stock value etc.)
is to be recorded. This is carried out by this module, The result maps of a
user-defined period t are saved on disk for off-line plotting at a later
stage; the stocks, flows, converters and indicators are also saved on disk as
time series for further processing (e.g. freguency analysis. Both the maps and
the non-spatial results may be used at a later stage for prooessing and
evaluation by a decision support system. Such a demonstration is given in the
next section.
Ine module operates at both a pixel and a non-pixel level.

4. Nunerical Application of the GIS-SD System in the Sporades Test Area
lhe GIS-SD system developed as described above was numerically applied to the
Greek Sporades islands located at the central and western part of Aegean sea
(Figure 4.1).
There are two main conflicting objectives that appear in the test area and,
conseguently, are dealt with in this study: (1) regional economie development
and (2) environmental protection. Ine economie activities of the approximately
20000 inhabitants of the region (1990) are mainly based on tourism and
fishery. Ine dramatic increase of the tourism in the past 30 years in Greece
nas also influenoed in descending order the islands: Skiathos, Skopelos,
Alonnisos and Gioura. Pilion is expected to reoeive spill-over effects from
tourism and agriculture. During the summer there is a strong increase of the
population of the islands due to tourism (domestic and foreign). This
population increase often exceeds the population carrying capacity of the
islands, and may thus result in abrupt high resource demands. This in turn may
cause irreversible processes in the resource stocks. Similar effects caused
by the abrupt changes in economie activities due to the tourism have been
studied in Despotakis (1988).
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Figure 4.1: The location of the Northern Sporades test area.

From the above discussion it becxxnes apparent that the SD oonf licts on the
study area are dynamic phenomena. Some of these conflicts can be also
expressed in spatial dimensions directly (e.g., the expansion of virban land
at the expense of forest areas). But it is only through the use of a spatiotemporal hybrid GIS-SD dynamic model, that we can satisfactorily approach and
simulate the mechanics of our ecosystem SD conflicts.
Data requirenents
Ine data requirements for such a GIS-SD hybrid model are determined by (1) the
spatio-temporal resolutions selected which are given in sections 5.3 and 5.4,
and (2) the data needs for a successful GIS-SD model calibration. Ine data
supply may not necessarily be in one-to-one correspondenoe with the data
denand. Ihis means that (1) digital data may have been collected and processed
which finally are not used as an input to the GIS-SD model, but rather farm
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an integrated digital data base and (2) neoessary digital data for the GIS-SD
model may not have been available for the period the model was develcped and
tested. The data oollection process focused mainly on obtaining as much
information as possible about the socio-economic and natural environment of
the study area.
In general, the neoessary data input to both our GIS-SD model and the digital
data base ccnstructed, was determined to be amongst others:
Non-spatial data
- data on the socio-economic reality of the region (productivity and income
per economie sector, tourism, fishery, houses, energy used per household,
etc.)
- demographic data (population, pyramid of ages etc.)
- ecological data (ground water, sea water quality, forest fires, wild life
data etc.)
Spatjal data
- terrain elevation and sea depth data
- land use data
- distance data from important land uses such as urban land, forests etc.
- road transportation network data etc.
After the neoessary spatial and non-spatial data reguirements were set, the
relevant data were collected from the various (mainly Greek) sources: National
Statistical Service, Greek Military Geographic Service, Ministry of
Ehvironment, Planning and Technical Works etc.
Based on the selected data, we ran our GIS-SD model in two ways:
- First we selected transportation to be a (linear) attraction feature for the
urban development. This facilitated the use of a specific geographical entity
into a GIS-SD model. Transportation could be replaced by any other userspecified attraction entity. The scenarios generated by including and
excluding road transportation on Alonnisos island were first carried out to
demonstrate the efficiënt use of our GIS-SD system to monitor urban
development under different urban attraction conditions. The results are shown
in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 for the case of "absence" and "presence" of
transportation oorrespondingly, plotted every five year.
The effects to urban expansion which result by considering the road
transportation as a spatial attraction network are clearly depicted in the
above two figures: For the "no transportation" scenario the urban expansion
takes place mainly across the sea shore and the already existing urban areas
of the island; far the "transportation" scenario the urban expansion presents
clusters spread along the roads of the island, thus eliminating the amount of
urban area to be spread along the sea shore. Our GIS-SD system provides these
results in farm of raster images which may also be used for animation
applications, so that more intuitive information may be extracted from the
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sinulation results. This two-scenario results were not inserted into a DSS.
- Secondly, five spatial scenario runs generated by assuming oertain policies
with respect to urban expansion over the island of Alonnisos were carried out.
The purpose of selecting these scenarios was to use our GIS-SD model to
evaluate the effect of various spatial policies on urban development. These
scenarios were as follows (Figure 4.4):
Scenario 1 (UJ_1): the first spatial scenario encourages urban growth within
200m of the sea. The beaches themselves may be changed to urban areas.
Scenario 2 (IXJ_2): the second spatial scenario encourages urban growth in the
middle of the island. The beaches and a zone of SOOm from sea may not be
changed to urban areas.
Scenario 3 (HJ_3): the third spatial scenario allows urban to expand only at
the southern half of the island. Beach areas are allowed to change to urban
at the southern half of the island only. The north half of the island remains
"untouched".
Scenario 4 (HJ_4): the f ourth spatial scenario allows urban to expand only at
the eastern half of the island. Beach areas are allowed to change to urban at
the eastern half of the island only. The western part of the island remains
"untauched".
Scenario 5 (HJ_5): the fifth spatial scenario allows urban to expand only in
the existing urban areas of the islands. This means that we strictly prohibit
any type of urban growth at the horizontal direction, and we only allow urban
growth at the vertical direction.
For these runs we evaluated the results using a DSS (Janssen, 1991), on the
basis of four criteria: tourism, nature, landscape and transportation.
The evaluation year was selected to be the f inal year of the sinulation
TST0p=2005.
The effects table is shown on table 4.1. The scoring units are ncn-dimensional
relative units. High scores mean "goed" results, whereas low scores indicate
"bad" results. We may observe from the above table that:
(1) scenario 2 (urban growth in the middle of the island) has a very low
relative score for the "tourism" criterion, whereas scenario 5 (no urban
expansion) has the highest score for the same criterion. This results from the
fact that the urban distanops to the sea -which determine the "happy tourist"
in this scenario- are maximum for the case of scenario 2 and minimal for the
case of scenario 5.
(2) the "best" sustainable scenario for the nature, determined by the land use
changes, is scenario 5. This is due to the fact that, for scenario 5, the
natural area for year 2005 remains almost the same as the natura! area for
year 1985.
The "worst" , scenario from the point of view of natural
sustainability in this case is scenario 2: aooording to this scenario the
scarce natural areas of the middle of the island are destroyed and changed to
urban areas. We also observe here that the third scenario (urban expansion at
the southern half of the island) results to the least load for the nature than
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the f ourth scenario (urban expansion at the eastern half of the island).
Table 4.1: ïhe effects table used for the numerical application of the GIS-SDDSS system in the test area.

ALTERNATIVES
UUTUKIA

IU_1

HJ_2

Iü_3

Iü_4

Iü_5

tourism

6.219

3.761

6.242

6.543

6.817

nature

4.128

3.841

3.906

3.879

5.516

landscape

4.663

5.742

4.575

4/427

4.353

6.299

5.635

6.945

5.168

8.691

1 transportation

ïhis happens because the existing urban area for year 1985 is already located
at the southern half of the island; therefore, a scenario according to which
additional urban expansion at the eastern half of the island takes place, will
load the natural areas more than the southern (already loaded) areas.
(3) scenario 2 is the "best" in terms of preserving the original landscape of
the island: the urban expansion takes plaoe in the middle of the island and
therefore the urban areas are not visible frem either the sea or ether parts
of the island. This non-visibility results to high scores for the landscape
criterion.
(4) scenario 5 is the "best" in terms of road transportation; in other words,
this scenario results to the minimum load of road transportation reguired for
the local people or tourists to move within the island. Ine "worst" scenario
in terms of road transportation load is scenario 4 (urban expansion only at
the eastern half of the island). Ïhis is due to the fact that the distances
from harbour, located at the southern part of the island, are taken into
account for the computation of road transportation load.
The effects table is then imported to DEFTNTTE (van Herwijnen and Janssen,
1989), a DSS for ranking of altematives. This DSS is based on a multicriteria
method (Regime) to rank the altematives. The selection of weights was such
that all the criteria were considered egually important. The ranking results
for the four selected criteria are as follows :
Table 4.2: The ranking results for the five spatial altematives tested in the
study area.

Alternative

HJ_1

ID_2

IIJ_3

HJ_4

Rank

3

5

2

4
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1

1

Iü_5
i

We thus oonclude that, based en the above assumptions and ranking methods,
scenario 5 is to be selected as a "sustainable" scenario, preferred to the
others. Ihe term "sustainable" here refers to a development (till the year
2005) which "best" combines the four sustainability criteria selected: (1) the
tourist sector activities are favcured and erihanced, (2) the natural areas are
as less as possible destroyed and/or changed to urban areas, (3) the landscape
values are preserved and (4) the road transportation load becomes minimal.
However, such a oonclusion is expected from development scenarios of the type
of scenario 5: if the urban areas are to be restricted to their original
locations, then this is the "best" sustainable scenario, at least in an
ecocentric sense. Sinoe such "no expansion" policies tend to be unrealistic
(and much more difficult to apply and control), we could, altematively,
select scenario 3, i.e., the scenario which was ranked as the second "best".

5. Gonclusions - Future Developments
We aimed at providing a necessary tooi far linking GIS with SD in the form of
a GIS-SD hybrid system. Ihe complexity in determining the modelbase of our
system ref lects more or less the inevitable complexity when economicecological interactions are modelled. Ihe data base, on the other hand, is
analytical and easy to acoess, provided that the necessary spatial and nonspatial data have been collected. Scenarios concerning the external events,
policy and social behaviour are equally easy to be applied. Ihe farce fields
(for example, transportation attraction, forest restrictions) may be
conseguently changed to reflect the scenario effects on the "mobile" stocks
in a spatial sense. Finally, the proper input to a DSS connection is provided
for an evaluation of the alternatives. Ihis DSS link involves transformations
of the spatial results to single non-spatial outputs to be inserted in a DSS.
Ihe GIS-SD system descrihed in this study mainly operates on raster data; at
the present time, where econcmic-ecological procedures are spatially simulated
by a GIS, the reduced spatial accuracy of rasters does nat seem to create any
problems. Sinoe the topology is easily preserved and the spatial objects are
well-defined with rasters, these factors make up for their limited spatial
accuracy. In the future, other data structures may be tested such as guadtree
structures.
Problems with limited or inadequate data were overcome by manually digitizing
the topographic maps and aerial pictures of the study area. Satellite remotely
sensed data have played an important role in reducing the data production oost
for our system. Finally, spatial data in digital fora related to economie and
ecological quantities (e.g. spatial distribution of BOD, seals, important
species and their dynamic migration patterns) are needed so that the full
potential of the proposed GIS-SD model is realized.
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